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QUARTERLY MARKET UPDATE - FOR BUYERS, SELLERS, AND INVESTORS 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE MARKET IN 60 SECONDS 
The luxury market for sales of homes valued above $1M is up 17.3% YOY and currently pending home sales are up over 29% setting 
up a record year for this segment.  There was a noticeable hit to this market segment when the tariffs were announced earlier this 
year, probably directly reflecting the impact on Chinese buyers in particular.  Price appreciation has slowed to under 3% in this price 
range, signaling a move towards a more balanced normal market for buyers and sellers after nearly 4 years of heavy seller advantage.  
 
 

On the other end of the home price spectrum, properties under $200k, the inventory has declined almost 40% YOY.  The inventory 
is improving in the $250-$500k range. Overall, mid-range markets are also heading towards more balanced supply and demand as 
weekly price reductions increase sharply indicating listing prices adjusting to market forces and seller concessions returning to the 
benefit of buyers. 
 
 

iBuyers like OpenDoor, OfferPad, Cerebus and Signpost (Zillow) continue to grow market share.  Data shows that their flips are 
moving prices upwards in their market below $350k.  This group does 37% of all flips and market share of 7% of all buy and sell 
transactions.  This will continue to expand as long as inventory is available, and the private equity continues to flow. 
 

In conclusion, we expect price appreciation to continue at 3%-6% through the end of the year.  The prices will begin to stabilize as 
the market becomes more balanced.  Historically, these periods of balanced or level price movement have then been followed by 
periods of increasing prices.   Interesting times ahead, but no fundamental issues that would suggest a bubble in the Metro Phoenix 
market. 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE MARKET IN 60 SECONDS 
 

Multi-family:     The median single-family rental rate climbed 11% from Q1 to Q3, indicating continuing strong demand in this segment 
rental market.  Almost 90% of the new apartments in Phoenix are geared toward the higher rent luxury market.  It will be interesting 
to monitor this as the units enter the market in the months ahead and projects compete to attract tenants.  
 

Office:    Office rents are up a modest 3% YOY.  A recent $255M office portfolio sale portends institutional owners are adjusting 
portfolios to recognize gains and create liquidity for future investment opportunities as the market shows some weakness. 
 
 
 
 

“Many politicians are tantalizing 
storytellers, as they mix facts with 
fiction, grab our emotion and tell 

things, they want us to believe. Their 
factoids are unremittingly 

reiterated, take a life on their own 
and in the end become the very 
truth… until the bubble bursts.” 

 

                                Erik Pevernagie 
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Industrial:   This investment segment weakened in Q3 with vacancies increasing as new construction enters the market. Sales and 
rents also softened a bit as well perhaps signaling a slowdown in this segment.  On the positive side, large industrial parcels have 
been purchased to site new large data centers, absorbing a significant amount of the available industrial lot inventory. This could help 
to support and possibly increase rents and sale prices if inventory becomes constrained by a lack of development lot inventory.  
 
 

Retail:  This segment remains active for both buyers and sellers as adaptive reuse revitalizes stalled properties.  Park Central Mall, 
Arizona’s first regional mall, is adding a 9-story apartment project, to a diversifying retail center.  Also, the Sear’s Chapter 11 filing will 
close 3 Sears locations in Phoenix, Mesa and Chandler, perhaps creating new retail, employment or residential opportunities in those 
established locations.    
 

Land:  SAME OLD STORY…Infill land remains a hot commodity for well located parcels in Phoenix, Scottsdale and Tempe. Multifamily 
zoned R-3, and R-4 is in high demand as are building lots and parcels that can be subdivided for single family residential and R1-6 
zoning.  

 
  Dreamy Camelback Ranch 
                   in 85018! 

 

Voted “Best Home on Tour”  
Arcadia and Biltmore broker tours. 

 

Featured on FOX10 AZ 
“Cool House” 

 

Included in the October issue of 
UPTOWN Magazine 

  

 
 

4350 E San Miguel Ave 
 

$1,199,950.00 
 
 

5 bed /3.5 bath – 3,447 sq. ft. 
16,532 sq. ft. lot 

Includes Studio/Guest House 
 

Call me for details! 
 

 
 
 

TESTIMONIAL:  
"I have found Steve's experience extremely valuable throughout my home selling process. We're now in the process of looking/buying 
and it's the same on that end. He's quick to jump on things, offers good advice that is not "sale-driven", and has a lot of knowledge of 
the local areas and markets to fall back on. I am looking forward to purchasing my next place with his help and would use his services 
again in a heartbeat."  P.T.     Listed and Sold Home & Purchased New Residence 
 

 
SOURCES: Michael Orr, The Cromford Report, The Information Market,  

ARMLS - the most accurate and comprehensive Arizona Real Estate Statistics and Data available.  Phoenix Business Journal, The Rose Law Group /Belfiore – 
Dealmaker 
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